
Category Comments Proposed Action Update January 2016

Village  1. Additional provision needed for 11-16 year olds 1. PC to consider alternative provision.
Matters    (and 17 - 25 year olds.)
Youth  2. Pilot a variety of  activities for young people 2. Invite parents and young people to suggest

Provision    in the Reading Room.    pilot schemes

 1. Improve  the playground facility, supplementing 1. Encourage playground users and guardians Ongoing
     the  work already carried out by the PC.    to report any problems to the  PC and

   Management Group.
Village  2. Apply for additional external funding  for 2. Carry out a Feasibility Study to define the Ongoing: Additional funding sources
Matters     playground development.    specific needs for which additional funding to be investigated

Playground    C15could be used.
 3. Consider ways of preventing  and removing dog 3. Investigate use of bylaws and regulations Ongoing
     fouling from the  playground.     to enforce clean neighbourhood practice.

Village  Organise a search to determine the ownership a. Land registry search
Matters  of land within the village to define any public land. b. Talk to long term residents.
Use of
Land 

Provide a Parish Welcome Pack. Form a group of volunteers to produce a 
Village Welcome Pack using the suggestions made 
Matters by the community.

Village  The parish will back any campaign to  preserve Monitor decisions by regular discussion
Matters rural post offices. with the Postmaster.

Increase the provision of community parking within PC to discuss with SDC and WCC. Ongoing: Additional sites to be sought
Transport the village.

Consider restrictions for HGVs using the route PC to investigate  an HGV limit and signage
Traffic  through village. on entrance from B4100 and Fenny Compton.

The PC has the support of the parish  in trying to Form a local group to monitor speeding and Ongoing: Situation to be monitored
Traffic  reduce speeds through the  village. complaints.

Environment  The PC has the support of the village in An ongoing process. Ongoing
 monitoring the standard of village  lighting.

Environment Encourage all parishioners, including businesses,  PC to increase publicity, using the website Ongoing; Recycling dates on website
 to  recycle waste. and the Compton Chronicle.

Crime
 Encourage the reporting to the Police of any  incidents 
to help build a clearer  picture.   

Increase NW publicity working with the CPO. Ongoing: Liaison with Safer Neighbourhood 
Team

Appendix  Improve the maintenance of St. John PC to negotiate with SDCC re. additional Ongoing: Additional Funding 
Comments  the Baptist Churchyard.  provision by SDC and PC.  to be investigated

Discussions ongoing to change to a mobile 
office

Ongoing: Representations made to SDC 
regarding Gaydon/Lighthorne Heath 
Developments

Ongoing: PC to reconsider as part of overall 
review of the Reading Room usage

Ongoing: Continued support to be given to 
Scouts and Brownies

Ongoing:  Need to check  land ownerships 
including Cemetery Car Park, and land 
adjacent to the Nature Reserve 

Ongoing: Parish Welcome Pack to be 
replaced by a welcome letter which links to 
the website.


